
 

LONG POINT REGION CONSERVATION AUTHORITY 
STAFF REPORT 

 
 

Date: July 5th, 2017      File: 1.2.10  
 
To: Chair and Members, 
           LPRCA Board of Directors  
 
From: General Manager, LPRCA  
 
Re: 2017 Flood Contingency Plan 
 
RECOMMENDATION      
 
THAT the LPRCA Board of Directors approves the LPRCA 2017 Flood Contingency Plan. 
 
STRATEGIC PLAN 
 
Goal #1 - To develop and maintain programs that will protect life and property from natural 
hazards such as flooding and erosion.  
 
BACKGROUND 
 
The Conservation Authorities are an integral part of Ontario’s Flood Emergency Response Plan 
administered by the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry (MNRF) as the provincial lead 
for flood emergencies. Conservation Authorities’ primary responsibilities as part of Ontario’s 
Flood Emergency Response Plan are to: 

• Maintain a local monitoring network, data collection and flood warning system; 

• Access monitoring systems such as MNRF’s weather forecast and Great Lakes storm 
surge forecast; 

• Forecast the response of rivers in areas under their jurisdiction; 

• Receive early flood messages from MNRF’s Surface Water Monitoring Centre (SWMC), 
assess local conditions, advise the SWMC of conditions, modify messages to local 
conditions; 

• Issue flood warning messages to municipalities and affected property owners within their 
jurisdiction; and 

• Provide local flood message information to MNRF Districts and the SWMC 
 
Each Conservation Authority maintains a Flood Contingency Plan which clarifies the relative 
roles of the municipalities, the Conservation Authority and MNRF, sets outs out how 
communications will flow before and during an event, and provides current contact names and 
numbers to support the communications network.  
 
Long Point Region Conservation Authority has maintained a Flood Contingency Plan since at 
least 1984. The contact names and numbers are updated at least annually. However, it has 
been a number of years since the LPRCA Flood Contingency Plan has been Board approved. 
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The Flood Contingency Plan is intended for public officials and agency staff likely to play a role 
in flood warning, mitigation or emergency response. As such, it contains personal contact 
information necessary for communications in that role and will not be posted on the website. 
The information content of the Flood Contingency Plan is attached and can be made publicly 
available on the website and other media. 
 
BUDGET IMPLICATION 
 
LPRCA’s Flood Forecasting and Warning program is a provincially mandated program and is 
partially funded by provincial transfer payments from the Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources 
and Forestry. 
 
 
Prepared by:      Approved and submitted by: 
 

   
 
Lorrie Minshall, P.Eng.    Cliff Evanitski 
Interim Manager Watershed Services  General Manager 
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LPRCA Flood Contingency Plan Distribution 
The Long Point Region Conservation Authority is responsible for compiling and printing this 
publication. Holders will notify the Long Point Region Conservation Authority of any required 
change in their listing and the necessary changes will be made and issued to all concerned.  

Copies of this document are issued to: 

- Clerks of all watershed municipalities including Regional and County governments 
- Members of the Long Point Region Conservation Authority 
- Police Services as listed in Appendix C 
- Flood Coordinators and Community Emergency Management Coordinators- Appendix C 
- Radio and Television Stations as listed in Appendix C 
- Daily newspapers in the Watershed 
- Authority Operating Personnel as listed in Appendix C 
- Provincial and Federal Agencies as listed in Appendix C 
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Flood Contingency Plan 2017 
1. Introduction 
The responsibility for dealing with flood contingency planning in Ontario is shared by 
municipalities, conservation authorities and the Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry 
(MNRF) on behalf of the province. As with all emergencies, municipalities have the primary 
responsibility for the welfare of residents and should incorporate flood emergency response into 
municipal emergency planning. The MNRF and the conservation authorities are primarily 
responsible for operating a forecasting and warning system, and the province may coordinate a 
response in support of municipal action. 

This Flood Contingency Plan is intended for all public officials and agency staff likely to play a 
role in flood warning, mitigation, or emergency relief. This version of the Flood Contingency Plan 
provides general information on the Long Point Region Conservation Authority (LPRCA) Flood 
Warning System, as well as, specific information and emergency contacts (see Appendix C) for 
all watershed municipalities. 

2. Roles and Responsibilities of Agencies 

2.1. Municipalities 
Municipalities have the primary responsibility and authority for response to flooding and flood 
emergencies, and also for the welfare of residents and protection of property. In order to fulfill 
this responsibility, municipalities should ensure that emergency plans are kept current and 
tested on a regular basis. 

Upon receiving a Watershed Conditions Statement, Flood Watch or Flood Warning, 
municipalities shall: 

• Notify appropriate municipal officials, departments and agencies in accordance with their 
municipal emergency plan. 

• Determine the appropriate response to a flood threat and, if warranted, deploy municipal 
resources to protect life and property. 

• If required, declare a flood emergency and implement their Emergency Procedures Plan. 
• Request provincial assistance under the Emergency Management & Civil Protection Act 

(2006) if municipal resources are inadequate to respond to the emergency. 
• Maintain liaison with conservation authority flood coordinators. 
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2.2. Conservation Authority 
Conservation authorities have several areas of responsibility for flooding and flood 
emergencies: 

• Monitor watershed and weather conditions and operate a flood forecasting system in 
order to provide warning of anticipated or actual flood conditions. 

• Issue Watershed Conditions Statement, Flood Watch and Flood Warning bulletins to 
municipalities and other appropriate agencies to advise of potential flooding. 

• Operate conservation authority dams and flood control structures to reduce the effects of 
flooding. 

• Provide advice to municipalities in preventing or reducing the effects of flooding. 
• Maintain communications with municipalities and the Surface Water Monitoring Centre of 

the MNRF during a flood. 

2.3. Radio, Television and Print News Media Services 
• Provide a primary means of relaying flood-related information to the public, for those 

outlets serving the LPRCA watershed. 

2.4. Landowners and Residents 
• Be prepared prior to a flood emergency to evacuate safely when so instructed by the 

municipality or police service and to safeguard their belongings to the best of their ability. 

2.5. Ministry of Natural Resources and Forestry 
• Operate and maintain the provincial Surface Water Monitoring Centre to alert 

conservation authorities of potential meteorological events that could create a flood 
hazard and maintain communications with MNRF’s district offices regarding the status of 
flood situations. 

• Through the local Emergency Response Coordinator, direct and deliver the provincial 
response to a municipal request for assistance when a flood emergency has escalated 
beyond the capabilities of local resources. 

3. Flood Messages 
The MNRF Surface Water Monitoring Centre (SWMC) provides continual weather monitoring 
and forecasting, which is made available to conservation authorities as part of their flood 
monitoring system. The Centre also maintains the Provincial Warning System to alert 
conservation authorities of potential meteorological events that could create a flood hazard. 

The conservation authority monitors, on an ongoing basis weather forecasts and watershed 
conditions, and uses this information to assess the potential for flooding. When spring melt or 
severe storms are anticipated, the conservation authority estimates the severity, location, and 
timing of possible flooding, and provides these forecasts to local agencies. 
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When conditions warrant, the conservation authority will communicate with local agencies using 
one of the following types (terminology and sample messages are included in Appendix B) of 
messages. 

3.1. Watershed Conditions Statement 
A Watershed Conditions Statement is a general notice of weather conditions that could pose a 
risk to personal safety or which have the potential to lead to flooding. There are two types of 
Watershed Conditions Statements: 

Water Safety – high flows, unsafe banks, melting ice or other factors could be dangerous for 
recreational users; flooding not expected. 

Flood Outlook – early notice of the potential for flooding based on weather forecast of heavy 
rain, snowmelt, high wind or other conditions that could lead to high runoff, ice jams, shoreline 
flooding or erosion. 

3.2. Flood Watch 
A Flood Watch is defined as a notice of the potential for flooding to occur in specific watercourse 
and municipalities in the near future. 

The Flood Watch is based on information received by the conservation authority’s weather 
monitoring systems, and is intended to provide notice to municipalities and emergency services 
that stream/lake level conditions and forecasted weather are expected to produce flooding. 

Municipalities should take measures to prepare for a possible emergency. Flood bulletins may 
be updated depending upon weather and runoff conditions, and will be followed by a notice of 
cancellation once the potential for flooding has passed. 

The standard content of a Flood Watch includes: 

- The date and time of issuance; 
- Identification of sender (conservation authority and person);  
- Recipient list; 
- Summary of weather forecast; 
- Description of potential flood magnitude and a general assessment of flooding 

implications including specific sites and issues (e.g. ice jamming), if relevant; 
- Date and time of next update; and 
- Conservation Authority contact for additional information. 

3.3. Flood Warning 
A Flood Warning is defined as a notice that flooding which could be damaging to human lives or 
property is imminent or occurring in specific watercourses or municipalities. 

The Flood Warning is based upon information received by the conservation authority’s weather 
monitoring systems, and is intended to provide notice to municipalities and emergency services 
that action is required on their part. Flood Warnings may be updated depending upon weather 
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and runoff conditions, and will be followed by a notice of cancellation once the potential for 
flooding has passed. 

The standard content of a Flood Warning includes: 

- The date and time of issuance; 
- Identification of sender (conservation authority and person); 
- Recipient list; 
- Summary of weather forecast; 
- Description of potential flood magnitude and a general assessment of flooding 

implications; 
- Specific information regarding the magnitude and timing of the forecast flooding, and the 

locations of anticipated problem areas; 
- Date and time of next update; and 
- Conservation authority contact for additional information. 

3.4. The Communications Process 
Flood messages are issued to municipal flood coordinators, emergency responders, and 
responsible provincial agencies (see communications flow chart in Appendix A). These 
individuals, in turn, are responsible for relaying the message to other relevant individuals and 
departments within their organizations, and activating their role as defined by this Flood 
Contingency Plan and their organization’s Emergency Response Plan.  Messages are primarily 
communicated by email to the contacts.  

All three types of flood messages are issued by LPRCA to the media to be broadcast to the 
public.  Media includes local radio stations, newspapers and television stations which broadcast 
the flood messages through their standard format and social media outlets.   

All flood watches and flood warnings are terminated by LPRCA with a follow-up flood message.    

The same flood messages are also posted on the LPRCA website (http://www.lprca.on.ca). 

In the event that primary email and telephone communications fail, where no alternative exists, 
the LPRCA may contact the OPP – Provincial Communication Centre who will in turn notify the 
police service jurisdiction, the affected municipality, or as required.  

4. Flood Response Procedures 
During an actual flood, the primary responsibility for the welfare of residents and protection of 
property rests with the municipality. Upon receiving a flood message, municipalities should 
monitor their local conditions and determine the appropriate action. 

During a flood, the conservation authority will continue to provide updated information, as well 
as, technical advice on flood mitigation. 

During significant floods, municipalities should implement their Emergency Plan. 

Where a flood emergency is beyond the capacity of a municipality, provincial assistance can be 
requested in accordance with the municipality’s Emergency Plan. 
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During an emergency, the conservation authority representative will continue to advise the 
MNRF Surface Water Monitoring Centre of the status of the situation. The Centre will be 
responsible for updating and relaying information related to the emergency to the Ministry’s 
district offices. 
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Appendix A: Long Point Region Watershed 
Flood Warning System Flow Chart 
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Appendix B: Flood Terminology & Example Flood Messages 
                           Long Point Region Conservation Authority 

4 Elm Street, Tillsonburg, Ontario, Canada, N4G 0C4 
Phone: 1-519-842-4242 Fax: 1-519-842-7123 

E-mail: conservation@lprca.on.ca  Web Site: http://wwww.lprca.on.ca 

 

Flood Terminology  
 

The purpose of Long Point Region Conservation Authority’s flood forecasting and warning system is to 
reduce the risk to life and damage to property caused by watercourse or Lake Erie flooding. 
 
When flooding is possible or about to occur, the LPRCA will issue flood messages to municipal flood 
coordinators and the media. Flood messages are consistent across conservation authorities and in line with 
weather terminology used by Environment Canada and the Weather Network. 
 
LPRCA uses an easy to identify colour-coded warning system and issues three types of flood messages: 
 

Normal 

No flood conditions exist. 

 

 

Watershed Conditions Statements 

These are general notices of weather conditions that could pose a risk to personal safety or that have the 
potential to lead to flooding. 

Watershed Conditions Statement - Water Safety 

High flows, unsafe banks, melting ice or other factors that could be 
dangerous for recreationalists, children and pets. Flooding is not 
expected. 

 

 
 

Watershed Conditions Statement - Flood Outlook 

Early notice of the potential for flooding based on weather forecasts 
calling for heavy rain, snow melt, high wind or other conditions that 
could lead to high runoff, cause ice jams, a rise in Lake Erie, lakeshore 
flooding or erosion. 

 

 
 

Flood Watch 

Flooding is possible in specific watercourses or municipalities. 
Municipalities, emergency services and individual landowners in flood- 
prone areas should prepare. 

 

 
 

Flood Warning 

This is the most serious type of message issued. Flooding is imminent 
or already occurring in specific watercourses or municipalities. 
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DATE:  December 24, 2016      TIME: 12:00 pm 
 
TO: Municipal Flood Coordinators, Public Works, Emergency Services, MNRF 

SWMC, Media, Adjacent Conservation Authorities 
 
FROM: Ben Hodi, M.A.Sc., Water Resources Analyst 
  
SUBJECT:  Watershed Conditions Statement – Water Safety Statement 
 
On Boxing Day, a Colorado low is forecast to move into the LPRCA watershed that will bring 
near record warm temperatures and precipitation before returning to normal on Tuesday.  Due 
to recent precipitation and the forecast for additional rain and warm temperatures, the Long 
Point Region Conservation Authority is issuing a Watershed Conditions Statement – Water 
Safety Statement for all areas within its watershed.  The combination of rain, warm 
temperatures, and melting snowpack will create the potential for watercourse levels to rise.  
 
People are warned to stay away from ditches, frozen waterbodies, streams, rivers, and ponds 
as the combination of slippery banks and cold, fast-flowing water is dangerous.   
 
Landowners are also advised to make sure dams, culverts, and catchbasins are free from 
debris and functioning properly; if the work can be done safely. 
   
Water levels are expected to remain high until next week. LPRCA staff will continue to monitor 
watershed conditions and will update this message as necessary. 
 
Therefore this Watershed Conditions Statement is in effect until noon, Wednesday, December 
28, 2016.   
 
Contact Ben Hodi, Water Resources Analyst 519-842-4242 ext. 264 should further information 
be required. 
 
NOTE: 
 
Water Safety Statement: A message issued by the Conservation Authority to advise 
municipal flood coordinators and watershed residents that unsafe lake, river and channel 
conditions may develop or exist. 
 

 
 

Long Point Region Conservation Authority 
4 Elm Street, Tillsonburg, Ontario, Canada, N4G 0C4 

Phone: 1-519-842-4242 Fax: 1-519-842-7123 

E-mail: conservation@lprca.on.ca  Web Site: http://wwww.lprca.on.ca 
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DATE:  June 26, 2015       TIME: 3:30 pm 
 
TO: Municipal Flood Coordinators, Public Works, Emergency Services, MNRF 

SWMC, Media, Adjacent Conservation Authorities 
 
FROM: Ben Hodi, M.A.Sc., Water Resources Analyst 
  
SUBJECT:  Watershed Conditions Statement - Flood Outlook 
 
The Long Point Region Conservation Authority is issuing a Watershed Conditions Statement - 
Flood Outlook for all areas within its watershed effective immediately. 
 
A low pressure system is expected to arrive in the Great Lakes region this evening bringing 
potentially significant amount of rain over the weekend.  Models are indicating the heaviest 
rainfall amounts will be along the Lake Erie shoreline totaling 30 to 60 mm.   
 
The forecasted rainfall will created the potential for flooding in flood prone areas through the 
weekend into next week. 
 
People are warned to stay away from ditches, streams, rivers and ponds as the combination of 
slippery banks and cold, fast-flowing water is dangerous.  Parents are reminded to keep 
children away from these areas. 
 
Landowners are also advised to make sure dams, culverts and catchbasins are free from debris 
and functioning properly; if the work can be done safely.  
   
Water levels are expected to remain high for the remainder of the week. Therefore this Flood 
Outlook is in effect until Tuesday, June 30 2015.  LPRCA staff will continue to monitor 
conditions throughout the watershed and will update this message as necessary. 
 
Contact Ben Hodi, 519-842-4242 ext. 264 should further information be required. 
 
NOTE: 
 
Flood Outlook: Early notice of the potential for flooding based on weather forecasts calling for 
heavy rain, snow melt, high wind or other conditions that could lead to high runoff, cause ice 
jams, a rise in Lake Erie, lakeshore flooding or erosion. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Long Point Region Conservation Authority 
4 Elm Street, Tillsonburg, Ontario, Canada, N4G 0C4 

Phone: 1-519-842-4242 Fax: 1-519-842-7123 

E-mail: conservation@lprca.on.ca  Web Site: http://wwww.lprca.on.ca 
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DATE:  October 28, 2015      TIME: 11:30 AM  
 
TO: Municipal Flood Coordinators, Public Works, Emergency Services, MNRF 

SWMC, Media, Adjacent Conservation Authorities 
 
FROM: Craig Jacques, Source Water Protection Technician 
  
SUBJECT:  Flood Watch 
 
The remnants of hurricane Patricia are moving across the Long Point Region today and over the 
next few days, bringing with it heavy rains and gale force winds.  A fair amount of rain has 
already fallen and the rain is expected to continue into later this afternoon, before tapering off 
this evening and into tomorrow (Thursday).  Total rainfall is forecasted in the range of 45-55 
mm.  Winds are expected to pick up today and remain strong into Friday morning, with the 
strongest winds beginning early tomorrow (Thursday) and continuing throughout the day.   
 
Due to the forecasted winds and potential for elevated lake levels and wave action, the Long 
Point Region Conservation Authority is issuing a Flood Watch for the Lake Erie shoreline area 
of the watershed.  The forecasted Lake Erie water level and wave heights currently point to the 
potential for minor and nuisance flooding in lakeshore communities in the Long Point Region, 
with water levels peaking around mid-day tomorrow (Thursday).   
   
As the wind and shoreline wave action are expected to remain high into early Friday, this Flood 
Watch is in effect until noon, Friday, October 30, 2015.  LPRCA staff will continue to monitor 
conditions throughout the watershed and will update this message as necessary. 
 
Elsewhere in the watershed, watercourses have good capacity within their banks to accept the 
forecasted rainfall.  Therefore riverine flooding is not expected, however watercourses will rise 
noticeably in response to the rain.  People are warned to stay away from ditches, streams, 
rivers and ponds as the combination of slippery banks and fast-flowing water is dangerous.  
Parents are reminded to keep children away from these areas. 
 
Contact Craig Jacques, 519-842-4242 ext. 265 should further information be required. 
 
NOTE: 
 
Flood Watch: A message issued by the Conservation Authority to advise flooding is possible in 
specific watercourses or municipalities.  Municipal flood coordinators, emergency services and 
individual landowners in flood prone areas should prepare. 

 

 

 

 

Long Point Region Conservation Authority 
4 Elm Street, Tillsonburg, Ontario, Canada, N4G 0C4 

Phone: 1-519-842-4242 Fax: 1-519-842-7123 

E-mail: conservation@lprca.on.ca  Web Site: http://wwww.lprca.on.ca 
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DATE:  March 12, 2013      TIME: 9:50 am 
 
TO: Municipal Flood Coordinators, Public Works, Emergency Services, MNRF 

SWMC, Media, Adjacent Conservation Authorities 
 
FROM: Paul Gagnon, Lands and Waters Supervisor  
  
SUBJECT:  Flood Warning 
 
The Long Point Region Conservation Authority is issuing a Flood Warning for all within its 
watershed. 
 
Due to recent precipitation over the past 48 hours and melting of the snowpack, the Long Point 
Region Conservation Authority is issuing a Flood Warning for all areas within its watershed.   
 
Flooding is currently occurring along area watercourses such as the Big Otter and Big Creek.  
Water levels are expected to continue to rise along these watercourses for the next 24 hours.  
Specifically, the greatest threat of flooding is expected in the Town of Tillsonburg and Vienna 
along Big Otter Creek. Significant Flooding is also expected to occur along watercourses in rural 
areas. 
 
People are warned to stay away from ditches, streams, rivers and ponds as the combination of 
slippery banks and cold, fast-flowing water is dangerous.  Ice conditions on watercourses, 
ponds and reservoirs are expected to deteriorate and should be considered unsafe.  Parents 
are reminded to keep children away from these areas. 
   
Water levels are expected to remain high throughout the week. LPRCA staff will continue to 
monitor watershed conditions and will update this message as necessary. 
 
This Flood Warning is in effect until notice of termination.   
 
Contact Paul Gagnon, 519-842-4242 ext. 232 should further information be required. 
 
NOTE: 
Flood Warning – Flooding is imminent or already occurring in specific watercourses or 
municipalities. 

 

Long Point Region Conservation Authority 
4 Elm Street, Tillsonburg, Ontario, Canada, N4G 0C4 

Phone: 1-519-842-4242 Fax: 1-519-842-7123 

E-mail: conservation@lprca.on.ca  Web Site: http://wwww.lprca.on.ca 
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LONG POINT REGION CONSERVATION AUTHORITY 

STAFF REPORT 
       

 
Date:  June  28th, 2017       File: 1.1.1  
 
To:  Chair and Members, LPRCA Board of Directors 

LPRCA Board of Directors 
   
From:  General Manager, LPRCA  
   
Re:  2017 Meeting Schedule Revision (J. Maxwell) 
 
RECOMMENDATION       
  
That the LPRCA Board of Directors approves the revised 2017 meeting schedule. 
 
BACKGROUND 

The revised 2017 Long Point Region Conservation Authority meeting schedule is as follows: 

Wednesday, July 5, 2017 (added) Board of Directors 
Wednesday, August 2, 2017 Board of Directors 
Wednesday, September 6, 2017 (added) Board of Directors 
TBD Watershed Tour 
Wednesday, November 1, 2017 Board of Directors 
Wednesday, December 6, 2017 Board of Directors 
 

All meetings will begin at 6:30 pm with the exception of the July 5th meeting which will start at 6:00 

pm.  The Watershed Tour was scheduled for August 25th and has been moved to September and 

the date has to be selected.   

BUDGET IMPLICATIONS 

The cost of the two additional Board Meeting for the per diems and mileage is $2,100.    

 
Prepared by:                                              Reviewed and approved by: 

      
Judy Maxwell        Cliff Evanitski 
Manager, Corporate Services     General Manager 
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